Airgun
license agreements
Through worldwide exclusive licensing agreements
ActionSportGames® A/S has been authorized by many
famous original firearms and accessories manufacturers to
replicate their firearms, components and accessories into
outstanding realistic 1/1 scale Replica’s of the highest quality
and safety. We work dedicated with these brands making
them the natural choice for current and future Airgun and
Airsoft guns customers.
ActionSportGames® is the exclusive worldwide licensee for
the above shown firearms manufacturers.

Disclaimer:
*All products, specifications, and terms are subject to change
without notice.
ActionSportGames® A/S Denmark, ASG and ActionSportGames® USA, Inc. located in California – their respective logos
are registered trademarks of ActionSportGames® A/S Denmark
– www.actionsportgames.com .
All registered trademarks are the property of ActionSportGames® A/S and its affiliates. Every effort has been made
to assure the accuracy of the information, but no warranty
is made to the suitability, accuracy, or completeness of the
information in this catalog. All models are subject to change
without notice/ Registration / Copyrights ActionSportGames®
A/S, ActionSportGames® USA, Inc ASG, ASG, Strike Systems,
Ultrair, Blaster to also include its worldwide exclusive Licensors
and logos of Dan Wesson Firearms, Ceska Zbrojovka (CZ),
Bersa, STI Steyr Mannlicher their logos, designs and registered
trademarks are worldwide exclusive Licenses for Airguns
by ActionSportGames® A/S, Denmark – www.actionsportgames.com.
No part of this catalogue may be reproduced without the written consent of ActionSportGames A/S.
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The icons
To quickly identify a product group or product specific
details, we’ve made a set of simple, easily recognizable icons. These icons are shown together with each
product. (eg. the two new licensed pistols on page 5,
and the scopes on page 35).
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The classy Dan Wesson Model 715 double-action
revolver is back in production. For revolver
lovers, that’s big – and welcome news.
And this highly accurate Airgun replica features
all the details that you find on the real firearm.
From the one-piece 6-inch heavy barrel complete
with vent rib with threading for attaching a rail
shroud for mounting optics and lights or laser,
to the Hogue replica rubber grip.

The grip shell has an ingenious integrated tool
for tightening the CO2 cartridge that powers this
revolver. Even the forward cylinder latch and
the clockwise rotation of the cylinder on the real
firearm have been faithfully replicated
(Rail not included in package)

DW 715 6” Revolver, Steel grey
Ref. 18193
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Length
Länge
Longueur
298 mm

Weight
Gewicht
Poids
1225 g

Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/rubber

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

2,5

Compact and stylish. This 2.5” silver plated revolver
licensed by Dan Wesson, offers realistic shooting fun
in a handy size. It has authentic markings and an
individual serial number stamped into the frame.
The revolver features a double action trigger system and
adjustable rear sight for extra realism and accuracy. The Dan
Wesson revolver is made of metal except for the ergonomic
grip constructed in hard ABS plastic.

8” Black pellet
Airgun

The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is stored in the grip
and is easily accessed by sliding the grip back
– easy-load style.
Each of the 6 cartridges holds one BB and is placed in the
metal cylinder that rotates as each round is fired. The revolver
comes with speed loader, attachable
tactical rail and 6 cartridges.

Box of 12 pellet CNC cartridges
These cartridges are made from steel and
polished brass with Dan Wesson engraved at the
base. The weight, feel and look of these are as
close to real .357 hollow point revolver
cartridges as you can get. Each
holds one 4.5mm pellet and the
large gas conduit allows more
gas to pass thru increasing
muzzle velocity
Ref. 17833

Speed loader included

Dan Wesson 8” Revolver, Black
Ref. 18101
Length
Länge
Longueur
210 mm

Weight
Gewicht
Poids
870g

Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
5
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

6
Impressive and elegant. This powerful 6” Silver
revolver licensed by Dan Wesson draws attention
and packs a big punch. It is one of a new generation of Dan Wesson airguns with a rifled inner
barrel allowing the use of pellets; this improves
both range and precision. It has authentic markings and an individual serial number stamped
into the frame. The revolver features a double
action trigger system and adjustable rear sight
for extra realism and accuracy.

The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal
except for the ergonomic grip constructed in
hard ABS plastic. The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is
stored in the grip and is easily accessed by sliding
the grip back – easy-load style. Each of the 6
cartridges holds one 4.5mm pellet and is placed
in the metal cylinder that rotates as each round
is fired. The revolver comes with speed loader,
attachable rail for optics and 6 CNC heavy-duty
all metal cartridges.

Dan Wesson 6” Revolver, Silver
Ref. 17611
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Length
Länge
Longueur
298 mm

Weight
Gewicht
Poids
1014 g

Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

8
Superior accuracy and power. This massive 8”
Black plated revolver, licensed by Dan Wesson,
proves that size does matter. It is one of a new
generation of Dan Wesson airguns with a rifled
inner barrel allowing the use of pellets; this
improves both range and precision. It has authentic markings and an individual serial number
stamped into the frame. The revolver features a
double action trigger system and adjustable rear
sight for extra realism and accuracy.

8” Black pellet
Airgun

The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal
except for the ergonomic grip constructed in
hard ABS plastic. The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is
stored in the grip and is easily accessed by sliding
the grip back – easy-load style. Each of the 6
cartridges holds one 4.5mm pellet and is placed
in the metal cylinder that rotates as each round
is fired. The revolver comes with speed loader,
attachable rail for optics and 6 CNC heavy-duty
all metal cartridges

Speed loader included

Box of 12 pellet CNC cartridges
These cartridges are made from steel and
polished brass with Dan Wesson engraved at
the base. The weight, feel and look of these
are as close to real .357 hollow point revolver
cartridges as you can get. Each holds one 4.5mm
pellet and the large gas conduit allows more gas
to pass thru increasing muzzle velocity
Ref. 17833

Dan Wesson 8” Revolver, Black
Ref. 17612
Length
Länge
Longueur
338 mm

Weight
Gewicht
Poids
1040 g

Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
7
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

For both pellets
and steel/plastic BBs

CZ P-09
The CZ P-09 is a full-size version of the popular P-07
compact pistol from CZ. The CZ P-09 has a rifled barrel
which makes it even more precise. It is capable of using
both BBs and pellet, making it a very versatile Airgun.
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Having access to CZ designs allows for the replicas
to be produced as close to the real thing as possible.
The CZ P-09 has been designed for use by law enforcement and armed services, and has therefore undergone
rigorous stress tests, where the firearm has impressed

with its reliability and accuracy. When designing the
polymer frame for the CZ P-09 , the decision was made
to retain the basic grip shape (circumference, angle, etc.)
so popular with the CZ 75 family of handguns.

CZ P-09 – Blowback

• Blowback
• Metal slide
• Accessory rail
• Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
CZ P-09 – Blowback
Ref. 17537
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
205 mm
702 g

Ref. 17538
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
16

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
Max 3,7 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
9
Geschwindigkeit
Up to 150 ms / 492fps

CZ SP-01 Shadow – Non blowback
This exciting new airgun is based on the the new
generation of CZ 75 SP-01 pistols, that have been
created based on input from Law Enforcement,
Military and Police communities worldwide, and
with additional input from the Team CZ world
premier shooters Angus Hobdell and Adam Tyc.
The pistol frame which comes from a new mold
incorporates alterations such as recess beneath
the trigger guard and beavertail to enable a
higher grip of the handgun. Sights consisting of
fiber optics front sight and rear sight to promote
much easier, faster and more accurate target
acquisition.

Adam Tyc, member of the CZ Shooting Team
achieved using the SP-01, at the IPSC shooting
events (Production Division) title of the World
Champion (2005, 2008), European Champion
(2007) and he is also winner of AustralAsian
Games (2004, 2007).
Features:
The design is based on the proven CZ 75 line of
pistols. MIL-STD-1913 accessory rails for fitting
tactical lights and lasers.The front of the trigger
guard is provided with serrations and the front
strap is also serrated for better grip.
Checkered rubber grip panels

• Accessory rail
• Non-blowback
•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube

CZ SP-01 Shadow – Non-blowback
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Ref. 17526
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
210 mm
595g

Ref. 17527
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
21

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/TPR

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,4 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
116 ms / 380 fps

CZ 75 – Blowback
The CZ 75 has long been known for its superior
ergonomics. This fully licensed 4.5mm Airgun is
an accurate replica in both form and function, it
sits perfectly in the hand and its realistic blowback action powered by CO2 / Air, will provide
hours of shooting fun. Full metal construction,
just like the real gun all outer components are
made of metal, which ensures a solid pistol with
an ultra-realistic appearance.
The internal mechanisms have been designed to
be simple, durable and reliable, and the chrome
metal outer barrel adds an attractive contrast to
this CZ 75.

• Empty mag slide lock
• Heavy weight
• Full metal
• CO2 powered
CO2 / Air compartment in the full size
realistic magazine
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

CZ 75 – Blowback
Ref. 17619
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
210 mm
950 g

Ref. 17636
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
17

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
1,6 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
11
Geschwindigkeit
95 ms / 312 fps

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY – Non blowback
The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is the new generation
of the CZ 75 family which was first designed
back in 1975 by the famous small arms manufacturer Česká zbrojovka, Czech Republic.
This is the semi automatic 4.5mm (.177) airgun
version fully licensed by CZ. It is powered by
a 12g CO2 / Air cartridge stored in the grip using
the easy-load system and the BB’s are put in
the drop-out magazine.

The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is a compact tactical
upgraded version compared to the standard
CZ 75. Besides being more compact in size
the P-07 DUTY has an intergrated front waiver
rail for mounting light and laser.
The grip and metal slide carries authentic CZ
markings and every gun comes with unique
serial number.

• Metal slide
• Non-blowback
• Accessory rail
•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
CZ 75 P-07 DUTY – Non-blowback,
 ef. 16726
R
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Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
186 mm
820 g

Ref. 16721
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,1-2,5 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
110-120 ms / 361-394 fps

Blowback

• Blowback
• Metal slide
• Accessory rail
• Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
Metal slide

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY – Blowback
The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is the new generation
of the CZ 75 family which was first designed
back in 1975 by the famous small arms manufacturer Česká zbrojovka, Czech Republic.
This is the semi automatic 4.5mm (.177) airgun
version fully licensed by CZ. It is powered by a
12g CO2 / Air cartridge stored in the grip using
the easy-load system and the BB’s are put in the
drop-out magazine.

The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is a compact tactical
upgraded version compared to the standard
CZ 75. Besides being more compact in size the
P-07 DUTY has an integrated front waiver rail
for mounting light and laser.

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY – Blowback,
Ref. 16728
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
186 mm
820 g

Ref. 16721
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
1,7–2,1 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
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Geschwindigkeit
99-110 ms / 325-361 fps

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY Dual tone – Blowback
The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is the new generation of the
CZ 75 family which was first designed back in 1975 by the
famous small arms manufacturer Česká zbrojovka, Czech
Republic. This is the semi automatic 4.5mm (.177) airgun
version fully licensed by CZ. It is powered by a 12g CO2 /
Air cartridge stored in the grip using the easy-load system
and the BB’s are put in the drop-out magazine.
The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is a compact tactical upgraded version compared to the standard CZ 75. Besides
being more compact in size the P-07 DUTY has an in-

tergrated front waiver rail for mounting light and laser.
The grip and metal slide carries authentic CZ markings
and every gun comes with unique serial number.
Three versions of the CZ 75 P-07 DUTY are available
– a non-blowback and two blowback versions. Blowback is a term used when the slide cycles back and forth
when firing the gun, giving a more realistic feeling and
sense of recoil.

•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
• Dual tone metal slide
• Accessory rail
• Blowback

Blowback

CO2 / Air compartment
in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge
not included)

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY,
Dual tone – Blowback Ref. 16533
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Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
186 mm
820 g

Ref. 16721
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
1,7–2,1 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
99-110 ms / 325-361 fps

•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
• Adjustable rear sight
• Accessory rail
• Rubber grip

CZ 75D Compact
– Non blowback
A black version of the semi automatic 4.5mm
(.177) CZ 75D Compact, licensed by Česká
Zbrojovka, Czech Republic. The airgun has
authentic CZ markings and unique serial number.
The front waiver rails give you the opportunity to
mount laser and flashlight. The rear sight is adjustable to secure better accuracy. The magazine
holds 17 BB’s and also stores the 12g CO2 / Air
cartridges.
The Magazine is protected with a rubber base,
to provide durability if it is dropped. The grip is
rubber patted and with the high rise beavertail, it
secures a firm grip with perfect control.
The pistol comes with a tool allowing you to
change the CO2 / Air cartridges in the magazine
and unscrew the front to unveil the threads for
fitting a barrel extension tube.

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

CZ 75D Compact – Non-blowback, Ref. 16086
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
185 mm
695 g

Ref. 16087
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
17

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,3–2,7 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
15
Geschwindigkeit
114-124 ms / 374-407 fps

The model is shown with optional alu CNC rail and accessories
DW 715 custom rail mount, silver
Ref. 18195
DW 715 custom rail mount, black
Ref. 18196
Dot sight, 1x21-17, red
Ref. 17129
Universal laser
Ref. 17184

The classy Dan Wesson Model 715 double-action
revolver is back in production. For revolver
lovers, that’s big – and welcome news. This highly
accurate Airsoft replica features all the details that
you find on the real firearm. From the one-piece 6-inch
heavy barrel complete with vent rib with threading for
attaching a rail shroud for mounting optics and lights or
laser, to the Hogue replica rubber grip.

The grip shell has an ingenious integrated tool for tightening the CObv cartridge that powers this revolver. Even
the forward cylinder latch and the clockwise rotation
of the cylinder on the real firearm have been faithfully
replicated
(Rail not included in package)

• Full metal
• Speed loader included
• Adjustable rear sight
• Comfortable rubber grip

DW 715 6” Revolver, Silver
Ref. 18192
Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
298 mm
1225 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
17
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps
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Eye-catching and compact, this Airgun is a must have
for all wanna-be gangsta rappers, and people who just
like being noticed. This 2.5” Gold Airgun revolver
licensed by Dan Wesson, offers realistic shooting fun
in a handy size. It has authentic markings and an
individual serial number stamped into the frame.
The revolver features a double action trigger system
and adjustable rear sight for extra realism and accuracy.

The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal except for
the ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic.
The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is stored in the grip and is
easily accessed by sliding the grip back – easyload style.
Each of the 6 cartridges holds one 4.5mm BB and is
placed in the metal cylinder that rotates as each round
is fired. The revolver comes with speed loader, attachable tactical rail and 6 cartridges.

• Gold plated
• Adjustable rear sight
• Accessory rail included

CNC upgrade cartridges shown in image are not included in package.

Dan Wesson 2,5” Revolver, Gold
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Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
210 mm
870 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Ref. 17374

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
1,7 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
97 ms / 318 fps

2,5
Compact and stylish. This 2.5” silver plated revolver
licensed by Dan Wesson, offers realistic shooting fun
in a handy size. It has authentic markings and an
individual serial number stamped into the frame.
The revolver features a double action trigger system
and adjustable rear sight for extra realism and accuracy.
The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal except for
the ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic.

The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is stored in the grip and is
easily accessed by sliding the grip back – easy-load
style.
Each of the 6 cartridges holds one BB and is placed in
the metal cylinder that rotates as each round is fired.
The revolver comes with speed loader, attachable
tactical rail and 6 cartridges.

• Accessory rail included
• Adjustable rear sight
• Silver plated

Dan Wesson 2,5” Revolver, Silver Ref. 17177
Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
210 mm
870 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
1,7 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
19
Geschwindigkeit
97 ms / 318 fps

CNC upgrade cartridges shown in image are not included in package.

4
A well-balanced, duty-style 4” Black plated revolver
licensed by Dan Wesson, it offers the best combination
of accuracy with a comfortable size. It has authentic
markings and an individual serial number stamped into
the frame. The revolver features a double action trigger
system and adjustable rear sight for extra realism and
accuracy.

The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal except for the
ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic. The 12g
CO2 / Air cartridge is stored in the grip and is easily accessed by sliding the grip back – easyload style. Each of
the 6 cartridges holds one BB and is placed in the metal
cylinder that rotates as each round is fired. The revolver
comes with speed loader, attachable tactical rail and 6
cartridges.

• Accessory rail included
• Adjustable rear sight
• Full black metal

Adjustable rear sight

Dan Wesson 4” Revolver, Black plated
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Ref. 17176
Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
250 mm
880 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
1,9 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
105 ms / 344 fps

6
Impressive and elegant. This powerful 6” Silver plated
revolver licensed by Dan Wesson, draws attention
and packs a big punch. It has authentic markings and
a individual serial number stamped into the frame.
The revolver features a double action trigger system
and adjustable rear sight for extra realism and accuracy.
The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal except for
the ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic.

The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is stored in the grip and is
easily accessed by sliding the grip back – easyload style.
Each of the 6 cartridges holds one BB and is placed in
the metal cylinder that rotates as each round is fired.
The revolver comes with speed loader, attachable tactical rail and 6 cartridges.

• Full metal
• Accessory rail included
• Adjustable rear sight
• Silver plated
Metal drum for 6 cartridges

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

Dan Wesson 6” Revolver, Silver Ref. 16559
Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
298 mm
1014 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3,0 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
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Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

8
Demand attention with this powerful and impressive 8”
silver plated revolver licensed by Dan Wesson. Made of
metal with a silver shine finish featuring a wood style
ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic. It has
authentic markings and an individual serial number
stamped into the frame. The revolver features a double
action trigger system and adjustable rear sight for extra
realism and accuracy. Each of the 6 cartridges holds one

4.5 mm BB and is placed in the metal cylinder that rotates as each round is fired. The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge
is stored in the grip and is easily accessed by sliding
the grip back – easyload style. The revolver comes with
speed loader, attachable tactical rail and 6 cartridges.

• Full metal
• Accessory rail included
• Adjustable rear sight
• Wood style grip

Dan Wesson 8” Revolver, Silver Ref. 17533
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Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
338 mm
1040 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3,0 joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

8
Superior accuracy and power. This massive 8” grey
revolver, licensed by Dan Wesson, proves that size does
matter. It has authentic markings and individual serial
number stamped into the frame. The revolver features
a double action trigger system and adjustable rear
sight for extra realism and accuracy. The Dan Wesson
revolver is made of metal except for the ergonomic grip
constructed in hard ABS plastic.

The 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is stored in the grip and is
easily accessed by sliding the grip back – easyload style.
Each of the 6 cartridges holds one BB and is placed in
the metal cylinder that rotates as each round is fired.
The revolver comes with a speed loader, attachable
tactical rail and 6 cartridges.

• Full metal
• Accessory rail included
• Adjustable rear sight

Speedloader and rail included
with all Dan Wesson revolvers

Dan Wesson cartridges in drum

Dan Wesson 8” Revolver, Grey Ref. 16183
Speed loader
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
338 mm
1014 g

Ref. 16187
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
6

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
3,0 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
23
Geschwindigkeit
130 ms / 426 fps

Bersa BP9CC Dual tone

Learn more about this fantastic Airgun, ref. 17483 on www.actionsportgames.com

Bersa BP9CC Dual tone
– Blowback
This dual tone version of the BP9CC is a semi-automatic
4.5 mm Airgun with blowback, fully licensed by BERSA. It
is a lightweight, compact, ultra thin handgun, with an ergonomic design that improves line-of-sight. It is powered
by a 12g CO2 / Air cartridge stored in the grip
using the easy-load system and the BB’s are put in
a removable stick magazine.

An integrated accessory rail allows for mounting of
lasers or tactical lights. The grip and metal slide caries
authentic BERSA markings and every gun comes with
unique serial number. Uses magazine ref. 17305

• Optional safety lever included
• Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
• Accessory rail
• 3-dot sight system
• Dual tone finish

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

Metal slide

Bersa BP9CC Dual tone, Blowback
Ref. 17483
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
168 mm 610g

Ref. 17305
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,0 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
		
25
Geschwindigkeit
107 ms / 350 fps

Bersa BP9CC
– Non blowback
This BP9CC is a semi-automatic non-blowback
4.5 mm Airgun fully licensed by BERSA®. It is a
lightweight, compact, ultra thin handgun, with a
ergonomic design that improves line of-sight. It is
powered by a 12g CO2 / Air cartridge stored in the
grip using the easy-load system and the BB’s are
put in a removable stick magazine. An integrated
picatinny rail allows for mounting of lasers or tactical lights. The grip and metal slide caries authentic
BERSA® markings and every gun comes with unique
serial number.

The BP9CC (Concealed Carry) is the first polymer
frame handgun from BERSA® the Argentinian firearms
manufacturer, known world-wide for producing reliable, affordable handguns. Since 1958, BERSA® has
been manufacturing accurate, reliable, and robust
handguns, utilizing advanced firearms technologies
paired with a history of innovation. The Argentinean
Military, as well as law enforcement officials around
the world, have routinely issued and relied on BERSA®
handguns as their official sidearm. BERSA® is currently one of the largest privately owned corporations
in Argentina.

• Optional safety lever included
•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
• 3-dot sight system
• Accessory rail

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

Metal slide

Bersa BP9CC, Non-blowback
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Standard magazine:
Length
Länge
Longueur
17300 168 mm

Ref. 17305
Weight
Caliber
Gewicht Kaliber
Poids
Calibre
610 g
4.5 mm

Ref. 17300
Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,1 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
110 ms / 360 fps

Bersa BP9CC
– Blowback
This BP9CC is a semi-automatic 4.5 mm Airgun with
blowback, fully licensed by BERSA®. It is a lightweight,
compact, ultra thin handgun, with a ergonomic design
that improves line-of-sight. It is powered by a 12g CO2 /
Air cartridge stored in the grip using the easy-load system and the BB’s are put in a removable stick magazine.
An integrated picatinny rail allows for mounting of
lasers or tactical lights. The grip and metal slide caries
authentic BERSA® markings and every gun comes with
unique serial number.

The BP9CC (Concealed Carry) is the first polymer
frame handgun from BERSA® the Argentinian firearms
manufacturer, known world-wide for producing reliable,
affordable handguns. Since 1958, BERSA® has been
manufacturing accurate, reliable, and robust handguns,
utilizing advanced firearms technologies paired with a
history of innovation. The Argentinean Military, as well
as law enforcement officials around the world, have routinely issued and relied on BERSA® handguns as their
official sidearm. BERSA® is currently one of the largest
privately owned corporations in Argentina.

• Optional safety lever included
•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
• 3-dot sight system
• Accessory rail

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

Metal slide and Blowback

Bersa BP9CC, Blowback
Standard magazine:
Length
Länge
Longueur
17301 168 mm

Ref. 17301
Ref. 17305
Weight
Caliber
Magazine capacity
Gewicht Kaliber
Magazin
Poids
Calibre
Capacite du chargeur
610 g
4.5 mm 20

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Velocity
Énergie
Vélocité
Leistung 		
Geschwindigkeit
27
2,0 joule
107 ms / 350 fps

Bersa Thunder 9 Pro
– Non blowback
Originally developed by BERSA®, as a military/lawenforcement sidearm, the Thunder® PRO HC was
built to perform under adverse conditions and provide
decisive stopping power. This is a semi-automatic
4.5 mm (.177) airgun version fully licensed by BERSA®.
It is powered by a 12g CO2 / Air cartridge stored in the
grip using the easy-load system and the BB’s are put in
a removable stick magazine.

The Thunder® PRO HC is a lightweight, full-sized handgun, with an ergonomic design. An integrated accessory rail allows for mounting of lasers or tactical lights.
The grip and slide carries authentic BERSA® markings
and every gun comes with unique serial number.

• Accessory rail
• Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube
• Comfortable grip
• Non-blowback

Bersa Thunder 9 Pro, Non-blowback
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Ref. 17302
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
192 mm 530 g

Ref. 17306
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
19

Material
Material
Matière
Metal/ABS

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,6 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
122 ms / 400 fps

THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE MISSION
The Original, Covert (all black)

M-pact, Covert

Designed and manufactured to take on the
toughest tasks you can throw at it, the Original
Glove provides a winning combination of
versatility and performance.

Forefinger and thumb utilize tacky Clarino material affording sure handling when you need extra
grip. The wrap-around rubber molded wrist
closure adds additional protection.

Size M Ref. 17041
Size L Ref. 17042

Size M Ref. 17071
Size L Ref. 17072

The Original, Coyote

M-pact, Coyote

With 20 million pairs Mechanix Wear gloves sold
worldwide, and worn by police officers, gunnery
sergeants, SWAT, Navy Seals, tank operators, and
pilots, it shows the trust people have in Mechanix
Wear.

Anatomically mapped die-cut EVA foam palm
pads for improved protection. For exceptional
performance the glove gives you tapered finger
stretch side panels and a Spandex stretch panel
at the thumb.

Size M Ref. 17046
Size L Ref. 17047

Size M Ref. 17076
Size L Ref. 17077

The Original, Woodland

M-Pact, Woodland

Size M Ref. 17051
Size L Ref. 17052

Size M Ref. 17081
Size L Ref. 17082

The Original, Foliage Green

M-Pact, Fingerless

The Clarino Synthetic Leather palm and fingertips extends the life of the glove while the Thermal Plastic Rubber hook and loop cuff closure
and two-way stretch Spandex top provides a
perfect fit.

Dual-layered thumb and fingers puts extra material in this high wear area to extend the life of
the glove. This extra layer helps prevent blister,
allowing for uninterrupted work.
Size M Ref. 17687
Size L Ref. 17688

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands
don’t. The M-PACT Glove has been designed
with an anatomically engineered direct injection
molded rib panels placed over the knuckles and
backhand guard against and abrasion

The wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure
adds additional protection. The fingerless design
allows maximum dexterity.
Size M Ref. 17317
Size L Ref. 17318

Fastfit, Covert

The Original, MultiCam

Durable synthetic leather extends the life of the
glove and breathable TrekDry® material with
MultiCam® multi-environment camouflage form
fits the top of your hand.

Professionals and enthusiasts agree – the FastFit® glove is a toolbox must-have. Form-fitting
stretch panels between the fingers provide a
snug fit and the elastic cuff offers easy on and
off flexibility between tasks.

Size M Ref. 17875
Size L Ref. 17876

Size M Ref. 17674
Size L Ref. 17675

The model is shown with optional accessories
Barrel extension tube, ventilated
Ref. 15925
Tactical light – super xenon
Ref. 16085

STI Duty One – Non blowback
The DUTY ONE is fully licensed by the
famous high-end small arms manufacturer
STI International, based in Texas, USA.
The 4.5mm (.177) steel BB’s are stored in
the drop-out magazine and powered by
a 12g CO2 / Air cartridge which is cleverly
kept away in the pistol grip thanks to the
easy-load system.
The airgun is semi automatic and
based on the classic model 1911 but STI
has upgraded and changed the design and
many of the functions. The frame has an
intergrated front weaver rail for mounting

light and laser. The grip is marked with
an STI logo and the high rise beavertail
grip, secures a perfect hold on the pistol.
Furthermore the pistol has unique serial
number.
The metal slide has beautiful authentic
STI markings and you have two options
to choose from – a non-Blowback and
a Blowback version. Blowback is a term
used when the slide cycles back and forth
when a shot is fired. This gives a more
realistic feeling and a sense of recoil.

•	Barrel threaded for
barrel extension tube
• Non-blowback
• Accessory rail
• Metal slide

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

STI Duty One – Non-blowback
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Ref. 16730
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
220 mm
825 g

Ref. 16731
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,3-2,7 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
114-124 ms / 374-407 fps

• Blowback
• Metal slide
• Accessory rail
•	Barrel threaded
for barrel extension tube

STI Duty One
– Blowback
This Blowback version of the STI DUTY ONE is fully licensed by the famous
high-end small arms manufacturer STI International, based in Texas, USA.
The 4.5mm (.177) steel BB’s are stored in the drop-out magazine and
powered by a 12g CO2 / Air cartridge which is cleverly kept away in the
pistol grip thanks to the easyload system.

STI Duty One – Blowback
Ref. 16732
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
220 mm
825g

Ref. 16731
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
20

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,2–2,6 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
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112-122 ms / 367-400 fps

STEYR M9-A1
A semi automatic airgun version of the latest
Steyr Mannlicher pistol – the M9-A1. This Airgun
comes in two versions – a Dual tone metal
slide and an all black polymer slide. Both with
authentic markings. The ergonomic grip has
been designed in a 111 degree angle to improve
ergonomics.
Rear fiber optic sight and waiver accessory
rail makes this pistol very comfortable and with
the opportunity to mount laser and flashlight.
The 19 BBs are stored in the drop-out magazine
and the 12g CO2 / Air cartridge is placed in the
easy-load grip and is easily changed.

The model is shown with optional accessories
Tactical light and laser
Ref. 15927

• Accessory rail
• Illuminated rear sight
• Ergonomic grip design

CO2 / Air compartment in the grip
(CO2 / Air cartridge not included)

STEYR M9-A1, Dual tone
Non-blowback Ref. 16553
STEYR M9-A1 – Non-blowback
Ref. 16088

Ref. 16553
Ref. 16088

Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
187 mm
532 g
187 mm
532 g
Standard magazine:

Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm
4.5 mm
Ref. 16089

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
19
19

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Velocity
Énergie
Vélocité
Leistung
Geschwindigkeit
3,3 Joule
137 ms / 449 fps
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3,3 Joule
137 ms / 449 fps

Pistol & revolver accessories
Barrel extension tube,
metal with inner barrel
CZ 75D, CZ 75 P-07 DUTY,
STI DUTY ONE,
Ref. 17644

Magazine
CZ 75D Compact

Barrel extension tube,
metal
CZ 75D Compact,CZ 75 P-07 DUTY,
STI DUTY ONE, Bersa BP9CC

Ref. 16087

Ref. 15924

Magazine
CZ 75 P-07 DUTY

Barrel extension tube,
ventilated
CZ 75D Compact, CZ 75 P-07,
STI DUTY ONE, Bersa BP9CC

Ref. 16721

Ref. 15925

Magazine
CZ 75

For legal reasons and to clarify their function all replica silencers and mock sound suppressors have been
renamed “barrel extension tubes”. They offer no reduction in sound and are intended for appearance only.

Ref. 17636

Rail mount
CZ 75D Compact, STEYR M9-A1,
STI DUTY ONE, CZ 75 P-07 DUTY
Ref. 15926

Magazine
STI DUTY ONE
Ref. 16731

Magazine
STEYR M9-A1
Ref. 16089

Magazine
Bersa Thunder 9
PRO

Magazine
Bersa BP9CC
Ref. 17305

Ref. 17306

Box of 12 BB CNC cartridges
Ref. 18006

Speedloader
with 6 cartridges

Speedloader pouch

Ref. 16187

Ref. 17632
(speed loader not included)

Dan Wesson
Wood style grip
Ref. 17455

Box of 25 BB cartridges
Ref. 16783

Box of 12 pellet CNC cartridges
36

Ref. 17833

Tactical gear
Belt holster 2,5” & 4” revolvers
This form-molded belt holster designed especially for the Dan Wesson revolver series. The
holster has been molded to fit the contours
of the revolver, making the holster display
clear outlines of the gun. A soft inner lining
protects the finish on your gun. For righthanded draw.
Fits: 2.5” and 4” Dan Wesson.

Belt holster 6” & 8” revolvers
As with the smaller version, this belt holster has
soft inner lining protecting the finish on your
gun. For right-handed draw.
Fits: 6” and 8” Dan Wesson and the
new DW 715 6”.

Ref. 17349

Ref. 17350

Shoulder holster, STI,CZ,STEYR, BERSA
Shoulder holster with mag pouch. Padded mesh
shoulder panels allows the body to breathe for
maximum comfort. Size is fully adjustable
allowing you to wear the holster concealed
or overtly. This holster can quickly be changed
for either left or right handed players. Retention
strap with push button snaps open for a fast
draw. A additional safety strap keeps the gun
securely in the holster during the most rigorous
activities.
Black

Ref. 11965

Belt holster, STI,CZ,STEYR, BERSA
Pistol belt holster with mag pouch. This holster
can quickly be changed for either left or right
handed players. Retention strap with push
button snaps open for a fast draw. A additional
safety strap keeps the gun securely in the holster
during the most rigorous activities
Black
Tan
OD green

Ref. 11963
Ref. 17018
Ref. 17019

Thigh holster, STI, CZ, STEYR, BERSA

Shoulder holster,
Dan Wesson revolvers

Designed especially for all
Dan Wesson Revolvers.
Shoulder holster for revolvers
with 2 speed loader pouches. Size is fully
adjustable allowing you to wear the holster
concealed or overt. This holster can quickly be
changed for either left or right handed players.
Retention strap with push button snaps open
for a fast draw. An additional safety strap keeps
the gun securely in the holster during the most
rigorous activities.
Black

Ref. 16494

A fully adjustable thigh holster, with mag pouch.
The rigid height adjustable strap with side
release buckle, lets you place the holster exactly
in the ideal position, for a fast draw. Double
retention strap keeps the gun securely in the holster during the most rigorous activities. The side
release buckles lets you take it on or off quickly.
Black
Black, left
Tan
OD green

Ref. 11968
Ref. 17320
Ref. 17023
Ref. 17319
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TAC4.5 – Non blowback
The TAC-4.5 rifle is a light weight, CO2 powered Airgun rifle
with an ergonomic pistol grip that holds the 4.5mm BB’s in a
stick type magazine allowing a fast reload.
The rifles feature a full-length picatinny styled top rail for
optics and accessories. The lower part of the rifle has a long
rail for attaching the included fully adjustable folding bipod,
and can be used for other equipment like tactical lights.
Furthermore the rifle features an integrated mounting bay for
a laser aiming module especially designed for this rifle. The
thumbhole stock has a built in rubber pad for added comfort
when shouldering the rifle. Included is also a pair of removable fixed sights with a self-illuminated fiber optic front bead.
Using CO2 means more power and a high fire rate, making this
an exciting and fun gun to shoot.
Uses 4.5mm round steel BBs or alternatively plastic BBs.

TAC4.5 – Non-blowback
Ref. 18102
Standard magazine:
Length
Weight
Länge
Gewicht
Longueur Poids
900 mm
1565

Ref. 18103
Caliber
Kaliber
Calibre
4.5 mm

Magazine capacity
Magazin
Capacite du chargeur
21

Material
Material
Matière
Nylon/Metal

Energy
Énergie
Leistung
2,8 Joule

Velocity
Vélocité
Geschwindigkeit
127 ms / 417 fps

• Ergonomic grip design
• Illuminated rear sight
• 14 inch metal accessory rail
• Metal outer barrel

Included in the package:

Optional extra accessories:
Magazine, CO2, TAC4.5

Laser, TAC4.5, red

Ref. 18103

Ref. 18104

Gun cases & carry bags
Protect your gun in transport and storage, with a
STRIKE SYSTEMS® padded weapon case. Constructed
from abrasion and water resistant nylon, padded with
closed cell foam which absorbes shock and is resistant
to moisture and water. Closed by dual heavy duty nylon
zippers, with pull cords.
The STRIKE SYSTEMS® Tactical gear brand also includes
carry cases for rifles and pistols, gear bags and backpacks and also plastic boxes and aluminum cases.

Gun cases – plastic

Protect your gun in transport and storage, with
a Strike Systems® padded plastic case. The cases
have rugged looks and offer solid protection for
Airsoft guns. Made from scratch resistant plastic,
and lined with egg crate foam. Slide locks and
steel hinge pins for extra durability.
6x15x23 cm
Ref. 14212

10x25x98 cm
Ref. 14217

7x18x29 cm
Ref. 14215

12x29x117 cm
Ref. 15974

9x23x46 cm
Ref. 14213

10x25x125 cm
Ref. 14218

Ref. 14218, Gun case 10x25x125 cm

Black CZ plasticbox
This CZ plasticbox will fit all
Česká Zbrojovka Airguns.
Ref. 17381
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Gun cases – alu
15x30x40 cm
Ref. 16550
13x25x121 cm
Ref. 16551
13x38x131 cm
Ref. 16552

Key and combination lock system

Black Dan Wesson plasticbox
This Dan Wesson plasticbox will fit all Dan Wesson
revolvers including the new 715 6” revolver.
Ref. 17365
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Goggles & glasses
Protective glasses, Sport
adjustable temples
Yellow
Clear
Black

Ref. 17005
Ref. 17006
Ref. 17007

Tactical protective glasses
A stylish ergonomic design, with ventilation in frame
and nose bridge, that provides comfortable protection
with good field of view.Removable elastic headband
with quick lock, keeps the glasses on during vigorous
activities. The glasses are padded for comfort and
fitted with a clear lens for general use. They are CE
certified, your guarantee for safe reliable protection.
Ref. 17008

Tactical protective glasses
Anti-fog
This goggle offers you the choice of either temples
or headband, both features a ratchet adjustment
for a quick and perfect fit. The flame resistant foam
padding forms a perfect seal to keep out dust and
Airsoft BBs. While the vented frame and lens provides
sufficient airflow to keep out heat.
Lens color: Clear

Features:
• Interchangeable temple and headband
• Flexible rubber temples (included)
• Wide headband (included
• Single lens design
• Wide cushioned nosepiece
Ref. 18072

Protective glasses
Clear
Yellow
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Ref. 17004
Ref. 17003

Tactical protective glasses,
Dual lens, clear and yellow
These goggles are sporty, have lightweight design
with a quick release interchangeable temples and
strap. It features a dual pane lens providing the ultimate anti-fog performance by isolating the temperature difference inside and outside of this eyewear.
The lens also provides 99% protection against harmful
UV rays.
Available lens colors: clear or yellow
Features:
• Dual pane lens for ultimate anti-fog performance
• 99% protection against harmful UV rays.
• Outer polycarbonate lens
• Sporty and lightweight design
• Quick Release Interchangeable Temples and Strap
• Vented foam provides outlet for heat.
Ref. 18070
Ref. 18071

Clear
Yellow

Scopes
Mount rings

Scope, 4x20, 11 mm mount

Set of 2 low-profile rings each with 2 screws.
Keeps scope or dot-sight close to the rail. Intended for mounting on airguns. Fits scopes and
dot-sights with a 25.4mm (1 in.) body. Mounts
on 11 mm rails.Ø25, 4x20x11 mm

A lightweight entry level scope ideally suited for
Air guns with 11mm rail. Comes pre-fitted with
mounts.
Ref. 11024

Ref. 15070

Scope, 43x32 with mount included

Scope, 3-9x40 with mount included

A fixed powered scope ideal for medium range
shooting. Fully adjustable for windage and
elevation with coated optics that are water,
fog and shock proof. Included are a set of 0.8”
height mount rings for standard rails and protective lens caps.

A variable powered rifle scope featuring a magnification that can be adjusted within a range of
3-9 times. Low power lets you scan the playing
field, and when you spot a potential target,
zoom in for verification. Ideal for long range
sniping or pinpoint target shooting. Included are
a set of 0.8” height mount rings for standard
rails and protective lens caps.

Ref. 17371

Ref. 17372
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Dot sights

Dot sight, 1x, 20x30 mm, red
Red dot sight with manual on/off button at the rear facing
end. The size of the lens is 20-30mm (0,8-1,2 in.) and the
total length of the dot sight is 120mm (4,8 in.). The dot sight
comes with integrated mount for accessory/weaver rails.
Ref. 15101

Dot sight, 1x22-33, red

Dot sight, 1x21-17, red

This multi red holo-sight has 4 different dots to chose between
and can easily be changed on the rear selector. Each dot selection can be adjusted with 7 different intensity levels. The dot
sight has intergrated 21 mm accessory/weaver rail mount that
fits most rifles and pistols. The front facing lense is coated
with an anti glare reflection. 22 x 33 mm (0.9 x 1.4 in.)

This Low profile dot sight allows either a green or red dot
to be projected into the lens. It has 5 levels of variable light
brightnes, and has integrated fixed sights as back up. The dot
sight has a 21 mm accessory/weaver rail mount that fits most
rifles and pistols
Ref. 17129

Ref. 15099

Dot sights 1x, red
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Classic military styled red dot sight available in two different
sizes. 30mm and 40mm indicates the diameter of the objective lens. Both versions has 11 insensitivity settings and the
red dot has both windage and elevation adjustment.

The front facing lens is Anti-glare reflective coated.
The intergrated 21 mm mount allows you to mount the dot
sight on standard accessory/weaver rails without any further
accessories.

Dot sight, 1x, Ø30, red

Dot sight, 1x, Ø40, red

Ref. 11096

Ref. 11097

Lights/Lasers

Universal laser

Tactical light and laser, red

Compact rail mounted laser. Designed to fit a standard
weaver rail, this laser unit will be perfect for the CZ or STI series featuring a rail system. Rugged lightweight construction,
slides on easily, and stays tightly locked on with the aid of a
retention spring. The laser is fully adjustable for windage and
elevation and features an ambidextrous on/off switch that
can be activated by the shooting or non-shooting hand.
Rail at bottom of laser allows mounting of additional equipment like a tactical light.

Combination light/laser, especially suited for pistols. Fits rifles
with weaver rail. Operated via tail switch. It is possible to
have only light or laser activated. Easy fast detachable mount,
allows to quickly mount the light/laser on the handgun when
needed.
Ref. 15927

Ref. 17184

Tactical light – Super xenon

LED flashlight – Multifunction

Super bright tactical flashlight, perfect
for pistols with frame rail. The light
can quickly be switched on and off on the rear facing switch.
The flashlight is supplied with a belt clip, where the light can
be held when not mounted on a pistol.

Multifunction LED flashlight with 3 modes of operation, full
power, low power or strobe effect. Can be mounted on most
Airguns with rails. Included is 2 special mounts, both lets you
quickly click the flashlight on or off. A belt mount that keeps
the flashlight on the belt either for transport or to provide
hands-free light

Ref. 16085
Ref. 16927

Universal barrel mounted bipod

A slim profile barrel mounted bi-pod with foldable and extendable legs. It mounts quickly on
any barrel with a latch and gets tighten in place
with a tension screw for a secure tight fit.
Ref. 17475

Light with switch
3 watt tactical LED light. This compact light is shockproof
and waterproof. The light is switched on either with a button
or pressure switch. The tactical light fits perfectly under your
pistol or on the side of your rifle.
Ref. 16076
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Ammunition
ActionSportGames now offers
3 types of ammunition for our Airguns.
4.5mm steel BB’s
These spherical projectiles are intended for use in smooth bore
barrels. They are typically used for backyard plinking, close
range target practice and general training.
4.5mm Pellets
Intended for use in riffled barrel airguns. Pellets are usually
diabolo shaped; making them stable in flight, the thin skirt at
the base expands in the barrel to catch the grooves resulting in a stabilizing spin making pellets ideal for long-range
accurate target shooting and pest control.
4.5mm plastic BB’s
These lightweight plastic
projectiles offer an even
cheaper and safer alternative to steel BB’s, due to
the much reduced kinetic
energy they impact on
their targets. Great for
beginners and indoor use.
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We recommend only using the BLASTER BB’s from ASG
as we cannot guarantee the same high quality and consistency in diameter in other brands of BB’s.

BLASTER steel BBs
These 4.5mm chrome plated steel BB’s are for
target shooting and casual plinking. Intended
for use in smooth bore airguns only. They are
delivered in a practical plastic container with a
filler nozzle that makes filling the airgun magazines fast and easy.
Weight: 0.35 g,
Caliber: 4.5 mm/.177
1500 BBs Bottle
Ref. 15936
Display box of 20 bottles with 300 BBs
Ref. 17964

BLASTER 4.5 mm plastic BBs
New plastic BB’s for 4.5mm airguns.
These innovative super light weight BB’s are
safer to use, due to them hitting the target with
much less kinetic energy. And even better is
their low price, making shooting much more affordable. Packaged in a sealed plastic container.
Weight: 0.13 g,
Caliber: 4.5 mm/.177
1000 plastic BBs
Ref. 17939

Diabolo pellets
ASGs Diabolo 4.5mm pellets are a basic flat
head pellet type made from a clean refined
lead, without admixture, which could affect
the oxidation. The pellets are clean, free of
debris and with a high metal shine. This keeps
the shooters hands clean and what is more
important prevents debris, which could affect
the function of the weapon, from accumulating in the mechanism and barrel. Resulting in a
flawless operation and extended lifetime of the
weapon.
Weight: 0.47 g,
Caliber: 4.5 mm/.177
200 pellets
Ref. 17637

Read more about our Airgun BBs and pellets
on our homepage – www.actionsportgames.com
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CO2 and Air capsules

Ultrair® CO2 cartridges with lubricant

Make cleaning and maintaining your CO2 gun a
breeze. The new lubrication cartridges from ASG
can be used in all CO2 powered Airguns using a
12 g CO2 cartridge. In addition to the CO2 gas,
the cartridges are also filled with 0.8 g of silicon
oil that cleans and lubricates the valve while
shooting, and at the same time provides all moving parts of the gun with a layer of oil that lowers
friction and wear, resulting in smooth action,
consistent accuracy and increased lifespan of all
parts
12 g, 5 pcs

Ref. 17425

Ultrair® CO2 cartridges
Each cartridge contains 12 g of CO2,
used to power all CO2 powered Airguns.
12 g, 5 pcs

Ref. 15545

Box of 500 pcs. CO2 catridges
12 g, 500 pcs.
Ref. 16117

Air cartridges
HPA capsules (High Pressure Air) are the latest innovation in the airgun industry. Using a container
similar in size and shape to a CO2 capsule, but
with a refillable valve, an air pump can be used to
refill the capsule again and again, making it very
affordable in the long run. Great for the frequent
shooter. Using this system also means the capsule
pressure can be adjusted making the muzzle
velocity in the airgun adjustable.
Ref. 17947
48
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Shooting targets

The Farm shooting targets
Stiff paper targets, 4 different funnyew motifs.
14 x14 cm. 100 pcs.
Ref. 18190

Zombie nation shooting targets
Stiff paper targets, 4 different zombie motifs.
14 x14 cm. 100 pcs.
Ref. 18168
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Flat pellet trap

Cone pellet trap

Shooting targets

This pellet trap holds 14 cm paper bulls-eye targets (ref. 16928), and traps the BBs and pellets.
Ref. 16929

This pellet trap holds 14 cm paper bull-eye
targets, and traps the BBs and pellets.
Ref. 16930

Stiff paper bulls-eye targets, with score
markings. 14 x14 cm. 100 pcs.
Ref. 16928
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Merchandise

ASG Airgun Cap, red
Smart cap with ASG and Airgun logo
embroidery. One-size.
Ref. 17473

Airgun roll-up
Ref. 17589

Gun displays
Acrylic pistol display, with ASG logo printed on.
A great way of showing off any handgun.
ASG
Dan Wesson
Steyr
STI
CZ
Bersa
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Ref. 16512
Ref. 16513
Ref. 16514
Ref. 16515
Ref. 16516
Ref. 17238

Merchandise
A3 Airgun poster

CZ P-09 brochure
Ref. 17944

Ref. 17359

Airsoft catalogues
ASG catalogue
English version
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Safety tips
Keep your finger off the trigger until you are
ready to fire.
Treat all Airguns as if they are loaded until
checked.
Wear appropriate eye and face protection when
handling Airguns. (Simple safety glasses may be
adequate when target-shooting).

Always wear safety goggles when using
your Airgun.

Do not look directly into the gun barrel.

Never aim or shoot at people or
animals. Always set the selector on
“safe” position (except when you are
ready to shoot a target).

Select a safe place for shooting.
Avoid shooting in public places.

Always use an appropriate carry case when
transporting Airguns in public. Be responsible,
other people might not recognize a replica gun
for what it is.
Always clear the chamber after removing the
magazine by firing the gun in a safe direction.
When not using the Airgun, remove the magazine
and empty the chamber. Never use any pre-used
or damaged BBs and pellets.

Laser sights are only sold in
countries where local laws
allow them.
Never aim a laser at the
eyes of yourself or others.
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Do not disassemble gun yourself.
Always contact your local retailer.

Exclusive worldwide licenses
CZ Česká Zbrojovka, Czech Republic – www.czub.cz
CZ is one of the largest manufacturers in the world within the small arms industry.
CZ produces famous models like the Scorpion (SKORPION) vz. 61 submachine gun,
the CZ 75 handgun and many other weapons for members of special units, aircrews
and law enforcement worldwide. New model is CZ 75 P-09 DUTY.
Dan Wesson Firearms, USA –
www.danwessonfirearms.com
Dan Wesson Firearms has always been a trusted name in the Firearms Industry. The Dan
Wesson name and logo are synonymous with quality, finish, and accuracy.
A state of the art manufacturing facility located in Norwich, New York is today producing
some of the finest most reliable Revolvers and Semi Automatic Pistols.
BERSA S.A. Argentina -www.bersa.com.ar
Since 1958, BERSA® has been manufacturing accurate, reliable, and robust handguns,
utilizing advanced firearms technologies paired with a history of innovation. The
Argentinean Military, as well as law enforcement officials around the world, have
routinely issued and relied on BERSA® handguns as their official sidearm. BERSA® is
currently one of the largest privately owned corporations in Argentina.
STI International, USA – www.stiguns.com
STI continues its evolution of the 1911 by producing firearms at the highest level. STI
International manufacturers high-end race guns for IPSC shooting and other exclusive
pistols like the Edge, Eagle, Lawman series plus new STI-GP6 and STI 5.56 mm NATO
sporting rifle.
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Steyr Mannlicher, Austria – www.steyr-mannlicher.com
Located in Austria, Steyr Mannlicher produces technically advanced weapons like the
AUG rifles, scout rifles, M9-A1 pistol series, Elite, HS. 50 and the SSG 08 rifles.
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